2022 SEPTEMBER-DECEMBER EVENTS CALENDAR

SEPTEMBER
Thursday, September 1, 2022 | 6:00 PM
Video Release
A Conversation with Enuma CEO Sooinn Lee
Our upcoming YPN program features Sooinn
Lee, the Co-Founder and CEO of Enuma,
Inc. Founded in 2012, Enuma has developed
multiple award-winning digital learning platforms
for youth and children, including those from
under-resourced environments. Join us for a
timely conversation with Sooinn as she will
discuss her ongoing work and achievements
in providing children of various backgrounds
with high-quality education, along with her farreaching vision and goals.
_______________________________________
Tuesday, September 6, 2022 | 11:00 AM
Roundtable
North Korea-China Relations after
The Singapore Summit
Join us for this roundtable and podcast
recording on North Korea-China Relations after
The Singapore Summit, with Dr. Seong-Hyon
Lee, senior fellow at the George H. W. Bush
Foundation and a visiting scholar at Harvard
University’s Fairbank Center for Chinese
Studies. In conversation with policy director
Jonathan Corrado, Dr. Lee’s talk explores the
evolving relationship between Chinese leader Xi
Jinping and North Korean leader Kim Jong Un,
with a special focus on the time period between
the U.S.-DPRK Summits in Singapore (June
2018) and Hanoi (February 2019).
_______________________________________
Wednesday, September 14, 2022 | 5:00 PM
Video Release
Hanbok: The Celebration
Riding the Korean Wave sweeping the world,
the traditional Korean costumes have become
increasingly visible in global media. In 2021,
hanbok - the generic term referring to traditional
style Korean clothing - was registered in the Oxford
English Dictionary. In this comprehensive series of
lectures, Dr. Minjee Kim, the preeminent scholar

SEPTEMBER
of Korean textile and fashion in the U.S., illustrates
and elucidates hanbok in sartorial, socio-cultural,
and historical contexts.
_______________________________________
September 15 - December 9, 2022
Exhibition
September 15 | 6 - 8 PM
Opening Reception
Young Min Moon
The Share For Those Who Remain
In his paintings Young Min Moon depicts
Jesa, a Confucian ritual for commemoration of
the deceased, which was one of the earliest
memories he holds while growing up in the
military regime of South Korea in the 1970s and
80s. Despite the gender politics now associated
with the ritual today due to its patriarchal nature,
Moon insists on exploring the legacy. For him,
the ritual holds multiple layers of meanings:
an occasion of silence utterly severed from
the violent era of his childhood, a means of
remembering the deceased, and a tradition that
may be discontinued in the age of globalization.
_______________________________________
September 19 - December 17
Online Sessions
Registration for the Korean Language
Program Fall 2022 Term
The Society’s Korean language classes are
a great way to learn Korean in a small-class,
online setting from university-affiliated and
native-speaking instructors. Our Program
features nine levels of instruction from
“Beginning ” to “Advanced Reading and
Discussion” as well as three “Conversational
Korean” courses. Classes begin the week of
September 19th.
_______________________________________

SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER
Thursday, September 22, 2022 | 6:30 PM
The Korea Society’s 65th Anniversary Dinner
Celebrating the 65th anniversary of the
organization, The Korea Society will host its
special anniversary dinner at the Plaza Hotel in
New York City on September 22. The Society
will award its signature honor, the James A.
Van Fleet Award to Poongsan Group and the
Center for Strategic & International Studies
(CSIS) in recognition of the two organizations’
extraordinary contributions to the U.S.-Korea
relationship. Accepting the award on behalf of
the respective organizations are Jin Roy Ryu,
Chairman and CEO of Poongsan Group and
John J. Hamre, President and CEO of CSIS.
_______________________________________
Friday, September 23, 2022 | 12 PM
Hybrid Program
U.S.-ROK Alliance: The Road Ahead
Join us for this expert panel discussion on the
U.S.-ROK Alliance, featuring former National
Security Council Senior Director for Asia Allison
Hooker, Korea Society Board Chair Ambassador
(ret.) Kathleen Stephens, and Korea Society Van
Fleet senior fellow Dr. Katrin Katz, and moderated
by policy director Jonathan Corrado. How can the
U.S. and South Korea work together to pursue
shared objectives in an increasingly fraught and
complex security environment? To optimize the
approach, what adaptations or evolutions are
needed to the shared diplomatic, economic, and
security agenda?
_______________________________________
Tuesday, October 4, 2022 | 5 PM
Video Release
Author Talks: Lee Geum-yi
Set in 1918, The Picture Bride follows the
journeys of three young women: Willow, who
comes from a family of Korean independence
activists; Hongju, whose husband died two
months into marriage; and Songhwa, who was
ridiculed by the children in her village, just for
being a shaman’s granddaughter. Unfortunately,

OCTOBER
the social standing of these three women, who
left their country and families with dreams of
a new world, doesn’t change much in Hawaii.
Yet, through the power of friendship and found
family, they forge ahead, creating a new kind of
American dream.
_______________________________________
Thursday, October 6, 2022 | 12 PM
Video Release
Message in a Bottle:
Broadcasting to North Korea
Join us for this discussion about the outside world’s
attempts to reach the North Korean population
through media, with Dong Hyuk Lee, Chief of Voice
Of America’s Korean Service, and Dr. Jieun Baek,
Fellow with the Korea Project and the Applied
History Project at Harvard Kennedy School’s Belfer
Center, in conversation with Korea Society policy
director Jonathan Corrado.
_______________________________________
Tuesday, October 11, 2022 | 12:30 PM
2022 New York Money Show
Kicking off the 2022 Global Financial Leaders
Forum, Maekyung Media Group, The Korea
Society, Korea Finance Society, and Korean
Investment Corporation will co-host the 2022
New York Money Show. Please join us in this
informative session as we invite top experts
in equity, real estate, and cryptocurrency
investment industries for a lively discussion on
investment strategy.
_______________________________________
Tuesday, October 11, 2022 | 6 PM
Live Webcast
A Conversation with Su Cho
How do our stories transform as they are passed
down to each generation? Prize-winning poet Su
Cho explores the legacies of language and lore in
her unforgettable debut collection, The Symmetry
of Fish.
_______________________________________

OCTOBER
Wednesday, October 12, 2022 | 9:00 AM
2022 K-Wall St. Platform
The Maekyung Media Group, The Korea
Society, Korea Finance Society, and Korea
Investment Corporation are co-hosting a new
mentorship program, ‘K-Wall St. Platform.’
The K-Wall St. Platform invites well-seasoned
Korean-American experts with banking and
investing backgrounds to provide career-building
opportunities to young, prospective Korean
financiers aspiring to find jobs on Wall Street.
This event is held on the sideline of the 2022
Global Financial Leaders Forum and is tailored
exclusively for selected entry-level applicants
through screening.
_______________________________________
Wednesday, October 12, 2022 | 5:00 PM
Global Financial Leaders Forum 2022
The Maekyung Media Group, The Korea Society,
Korea Finance Society, and Korea Investment
Corporation are co-hosting the Global Financial
Leaders Forum 2022 on October 12, 2022. This
annual flagship event brings together leading
figures from the finance community across the
world to discuss emerging trends in today’s
finance landscape and exchange insights on
new pathways for investment.
_______________________________________
_________________________
Tuesday, October 18, 2022 | 2:00 PM
In-Person
Bojagi Workshop with Wonju Seo
Learn how to make your own bojagi—traditional
Korean wrapping cloths—in this hands-on
workshop. Participants will learn how to create
a mini double layer bojagi called gub-bo using
various colorful Korean ramie and hemp fabric
and hand sewing techniques. Your own unique
mini bojagi with geometric patterns can either be
displayed as art in a frame or used as a decorative
household item.
_______________________________________

OCTOBER
Monday, October 24, 2022 | 6:00 PM
Hybrid Program
KPOP THE BROADWAY MUSICAL
As global superstars put everything on the line
for a special one-night-only concert, they face
struggles both cultural and personal that threaten
to dismantle one of the industry’s hottest labels.
Featuring a cast of K-pop and musical theater stars,
with 18 Broadway debuts, KPOP is a multimedia
experience that explores the relentless discipline,
raw talent, and commercial ambition behind the
international sensation.
_______________________________________
Tuesday, October 25, 2022 | 5:00 PM
Video Release
Artist Talk: Young Min Moon
In his paintings Young Min Moon depicts Jesa,
a Confucian ritual for commemoration of the
deceased, which was one of the earliest memories
he holds while growing up in the military regime
of South Korea in the 1970s and 80s. Despite
the gender politics now associated with the ritual
today due to its patriarchal nature, Moon insists
on exploring the legacy. For him, the ritual holds
multiple layers of meanings: an occasion of silence
utterly severed from the violent era of his childhood,
a means of remembering the deceased, and a
tradition that may be discontinued in the age of
globalization.
_______________________________________
Application Deadline: October 31, 2022
Project Bridge Youth Ambassador Program
In the spirit of cultivating sensitive leaders of
tomorrow, The Korea Society in New York City,
the Pacific Century Institute in Los Angeles,
and Mansfield Center at the University of
Montana in Missoula, offer an opportunity for
high school juniors and seniors to become Youth
Ambassadors in the Project Bridge intercultural
youth leadership program.
_______________________________________

OCTOBER-NOVEMBER
Wednesday, November 2, 2022 | 5 PM
Video Release
A Conversation with Kim Tae-yong
The Crossroads of Youth Byeonsa Performance
US Tour will begin this November, bringing a
byeonsa troupe from South Korea to the United
States for a multi-city tour. The byeonsa troupe
will present Crossroads of Youth - directed by
Ahn Jong-hwa and released in 1934, Korea’s
oldest surviving silent film. A screening of this
film is presented with live storytelling, music, and
acting in accompaniment.
_______________________________________
Thursday November 3, 2022 | 7 PM
In-Person
The Crossroads of Youth
During the silent film era in Korea, movie
screenings were accompanied by live music and
narrators called Byeonsa. This special screening
of Crossroads of Youth invites you to encounter
the film just as Korean audiences did in 1934.
The Korean Film Archive and director Kim Taeyong have reimagined the traditional Byeonsa
theatrical event, bringing together the film, live
musicians, actors, and narration for a dynamic
multimedia experience.
_______________________________________
Wednesday, November 9, 2022 | 5 PM
Video Release
New Narratives in Korea: Baek Sehee
Part memoir, part self-help book, and completely
engrossing, I Want to Die but I Want to Eat
Tteokbokki by Baek Sehee is a book that
captures the edgy relationship many millennials
and Gen Z-ers have with hopelessness, hunger,
and the pressure to be perfect. A runaway
bestseller in Korea where her readers include
RM of BTS, I Want to Die but I Want to Eat
Tteokbokki is newly translated into English by
International Booker Prize shortlisted translator
Anton Hur.
_______________________________________

NOVEMBER
Monday, November 28, 2022 | 6 PM
Hybrid Program
Sherman Family Korea Emerging Scholar Lecture
2022
Join us for the Sixth Annual Sherman Family
Korea Emerging Scholar Lecture! Eunbin
Chung, Assistant Professor at the University
of Utah and the 2022 Sherman Family Korea
Scholar Lecture awardee, will address National
Identity Affirmation and Trust in Korea, Japan,
and China from a unique perspective. Legacies of
conflict and distrust have made it difficult for East
Asian countries to form regional institutions and
overcome security dilemmas.
_______________________________________

SUPPORT THE KOREA SOCIETY!
Support the United States’ premier independent
non-profit organization educating Americans on
Korea. Enrich your knowledge of policy, business,
language, arts and culture. The Korea Society offers
public programs, private roundtables, language
study, educational exchange, and robust performing
and visual arts in its stunning gallery. Join at an
enhanced giving level and enjoy all programs
included. Membership, live webcasts and more at
koreasociety.org
Pre-registration is now required for all Korea Society
events and an ID is required for security.

* We will continue to monitor the safety precautions from New York City and
State, as well as CDC guidelines on COVID-19. If we need to make any changes
accordingly, we will notify all registered guests as soon as possible.
* Abiding by NYC's new guidelines, we may ask all participants to present proof
of Covid vaccination.

The Korea Society
350 Madison Ave., 24th Floor
New York, NY 10017
Tel: (212) 759-7525
Fax: (212) 759-7530
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